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Soil FertilitySoil Fertility
Soil Sampling is one Soil Sampling is one 

of the basic tools of the basic tools 
Consultants use to Consultants use to 
pinpoint problem pinpoint problem 
areas in a clientareas in a client’’s s 
fieldfield……

What happens after What happens after 
that?that?



Soil FertilitySoil Fertility

Using Using AgFleetAgFleet, a GIS application, , a GIS application, 
Consultants can easily utilize the data Consultants can easily utilize the data 

collected in a field to make more efficient collected in a field to make more efficient 
management decisions on how to management decisions on how to 

distribute fertilizers as well as any other distribute fertilizers as well as any other 
applicationsapplications



What is AgFleet?What is AgFleet?

AgFleet is an innovative, easy to use, AgFleet is an innovative, easy to use, 
modular webmodular web--based suite of GIS based suite of GIS 

applications to aid in the practical and applications to aid in the practical and 
efficient management of croplandefficient management of cropland



Nutrient Analysis Data is Nutrient Analysis Data is 
used for VRT fertilizer filesused for VRT fertilizer files



Fertilizer files can be created Fertilizer files can be created 
based on Recommendationsbased on Recommendations



Data Layers can also be Data Layers can also be 
analyzed analyzed 

in the module in the module 
Zone MakerZone Maker

and correlations between and correlations between 
them can be used for them can be used for 

additional target additional target 
managementmanagement



Phosphorus AnalysisPhosphorus Analysis



Potassium AnalysisPotassium Analysis



Zone Maker P & K CorrelationZone Maker P & K Correlation



Zones for VRTZones for VRT
based on P & K Correlationsbased on P & K Correlations



Other data layers Other data layers 
can also be correlated this can also be correlated this 

way:way:

VerisVeris
YieldYield

ImageryImagery
Plant Tissue AnalysisPlant Tissue Analysis
Nematode AnalysisNematode Analysis



Yield & Phosphorus dataYield & Phosphorus data



Correlation Correlation 
Between P & YieldBetween P & Yield



The final verification tool which 
proves that the fertilizer put into the 

soil has accomplished its goal of 
helping to transfer the proper required 

nutrients to the plant’s tissue for 
optimum growth

Plant Tissue Analysis



Plant Tissue AnalysisPlant Tissue Analysis

Helps ensure that essential nutrients are Helps ensure that essential nutrients are 
present in the plantpresent in the plant
Helps prevent problem areas by targeting Helps prevent problem areas by targeting 
them for future crop management them for future crop management 
Can also be used as a data layer in Can also be used as a data layer in 
AgFleetAgFleet for additional fertilizer applicationsfor additional fertilizer applications
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